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Descartes Commerce 
Essentials™

Implement reliable inventory control using Bin 
Count from Descartes Commerce Essentials
Increase your inventory accuracy level without the paperwork with the new 
bin count feature for Descartes Commerce Essentials! Our OzLink Mobile 
Warehouse (OMW) solution for NetSuite now offers inventory managers the 
ability to run blind counts to any bin(s) in the warehouse. Simply add a new bin 
count job to your user or group queue and run it ad-hoc or on regular schedule. 
All bin count jobs are centrally managed via our new secure web administration 
portal, and job approvals for inventory adjustments automatically propagate 
to NetSuite by a simple click of a button. Inventory managers can also choose 
what adjustment accounts in NetSuite need to be used by the automation 
process to ensure proper accounting operations.

Solution Areas
Ecommerce and Fulfillment

About the Product
Descartes Commerce Essentials 
offers NetSuite users an 
integrated mobile solution for 
mid-size B2B and B2C customers. 
Descartes Commerce Essentials 
includes warehouse management, 
shipping, and multi carrier 
integration at discounted rates.

y Most cost effective solution for
netSuite e-com

y Native mobile warehouse solution

y Seamless Netsuite extension to
ShipRush solution

TO P B E N E F IT S



Over 750 NetSuite customers are using Descartes’ integrated 
solutions for warehouse and transportation management, fleet 
routing, proof of delivery, Ecommerce shipping and denied party 
screening. This allows small to large NetSuite customers to 
reduce warehousing and transportation costs, streamline and 
digitize operations for faster and more agile customer service, 
and meet international regulatory requirements.

Full WMS features
Manage your receiving, put away, picking, and shipping 
processes on the go, throughout your warehouse.

Inventory control
Take control over your inventory and avoid overselling or 
excessive stock by increasing inventory transparency.

Preferred shipping
Take advantage of streamed rating and shipping options.

Advanced analytics
Visualize the performance of your core WMS processes 
such as receiving, putting away and picking while using the 
data for incentive plans and improvement actions.

Descartes network integration
Our solution integrates natively with numerous Descartes 
solutions, such as Descartes Visual Compliance and 
Descartes Denied 3rd Party Screening.

Scales to business growth
As you expand, Descartes Commerce Essentials can 
support your order management, fulfillment, and 
shipping processes. Extend your shipping control with 
denied party screening and visual compliance.

Reduce errors
Descartes’ integrated NetSuite solutions allows for more 
visibility throughout the fulfillment process, resulting in a 
faster resolution and a positive customer experience. 

Minimize labor costs
Descartes’ Commerce Essentials provides directed 
order picking with a guided walking route, resulting in a 
higher pick rate. Reduce freight costs with ShipRush by 
selecting the best rates available in real-time.

Optimize your ecommerce  
value stream with Descartes 
Commerce Essentials:

F E A T U R E S B E N E F I T S
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